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World Meteorological Organization (WMO) or-
ganized an inter-governmental body, Typhoon
Committee (TC) to promote and coordinate the
planning and implementation of measures for
mitigating human and property damage from
typhoon in Asia and the Pacific under the joint
auspices of Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) in 1968. As an
inter-governmental body for meteorology, hydro-
logy and disaster prevention and preparedness,
part of the Typhoon Committee’s (TC) role is to
coordinate exchange of regular and updated
typhoon disaster information on the status of
the Typhoon Committee Disaster Information
System with its members, international agency
and global and regional meteorological agency.
In particular, the Working Group on Disaster
Prevention and Preparedness (WGDPP) interacts
with the Working Group on Meteorology and
Working Group on Hydrology analyze and pro-
duces national and regional disaster and
typhoon reports on major typhoon events
affecting their counties and reports on national
disaster management system and national early
warning system. The WGDPP produces the
Typhoon Com-mittee Disaster Information
System (TCDIS) to exchange of regular and
updated typhoon trajectory and disaster infor-
mation for mitigating human and property dam-
age from typhoon related disaster in Asia and
the Pacific area.

Early in the every year, the WGDPP issues an
press release on the state of the priority activi-
ties and their own projects results and summa-
rizing special emphasis relevant to coping with
disaster prevention and preparedness. In De-
cember of each year, TC issues an annual press
release on the state of the priority activities of
each Working Group in the Strategic Plan and
Annual Operating Plan, summarizing special
emphasis relevant to coping with the climate
change and major climate events in Asia and
the Pacific area that have occurred during the
outgoing year. Early in the following year, TC
expands that information in a WEB-GIS based
TCDIS on the status of the global disaster man-
agement system, featuring updated information,

graphs, maps and charts. This disaster informa-
tion is aimed at Members, international agen-
cies, research institutions and other users inter-
ested in receiving disaster information. 

Over the years, the WGDPP has been promoting
the importance of disaster prevention and pre-
paredness measures including regional and
national planning, risk management, early warn-
ing systems and disaster management system
to reduce the impacts of typhoon related haz-
ards. With a view to improve the organization’s
disaster management system and early warning
system and to identify and implement high pri-
ority activities for typhoon risk mitigation and
commissioning of technical assistance and stud-
ies to sustain these initiatives, the data and
information collected from member countries
were implemented in the comprehensive disas-
ter information system namely the TCDIS. In
this regard, the collaborative work achieved by
the ESCAP/WMO Typhoon Committee during
recent years is highly valued by the WMO com-
munities. Through the coordinated networks of
the TC of its Members, the WGDPP supports the
platform of a wide range of information and ser-
vices based on disaster information analysis,
forecasting of typhoon trajectory and local or
regional damages and warnings. The Working
Group of Disaster Prevention and Preparedness
(WGDPP) of TC had launched its first project
that develops Typhoon Committee Disaster
Information System (TCDIS) in 2005, which is a
tool for sharing of typhoon disaster information
with TC members. TCDIS was growing and
more and more advanced with Web-GIS based
typhoon and risk analysis. 

The timely and authoritative disaster information,
assessments and reviews and their historical per-
spective provide crucial information on the state
of the typhoon related disaster which helps to
address the challenges related to typhoon and
climate variability, since timely and high priority
weather-, climate-, geology- and water-relate data
and member’s activities for typhoon risk mitiga-
tion and disaster prevention and preparedness
and its related information are prerequisites to
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the successful formulation and implementation
of adaptive response policies and measures
especially to typhoon trajectory and forecasting.
For the collecting of high priority data and tech-
nical assistance how they do input member
countries’ data into the Web-GIS based TCDIS
and estimate typhoon trajectory and damages
from estimated typhoon trajectory, ESCAP/WMO
TC Secretariat announced the launch of the first
WGDPP Expert Mission at the 3rd Workshop of
WGDPP on 11-13 April, 2008. Four Typhoon Com-
mittee members, namely, Lao People’s Demo-
cratic Republic; Philippines; Thailand and Viet
Nam were selected as recipient members of the
Expert Mission in 2008. The Expert Mission was
conducted in the 7-day period from 12 May to
19 May, 2008 to build capacities for mitigation
of typhoon related disasters by analyzing typhoon
information on the Web-GIS based Typhoon
Committee Disaster Information System. 

WMO programmes, and particular the Working
Group on Working Group on Disaster Preven-

tion and Preparedness of TC, help to build capac-
ities by promoting the development of compre-
hensive disaster information system as the
Web-GIS based Typhoon Committee Disaster
Information System, ensuring that high quality
typhoon related disaster information are readily
available to TC members, and assist them by
the Expert Mission. In addition, WMO co-spon-
sors major international observing and research
programmes and projects, such as the Working
Group on Hydrology and Working Group on
Meteorology to help improve our understanding
of the basic processes of disaster management. 
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The Typhoon Committee (TC) was established
in 1968 under the joint auspices of the United
Nations Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and the Pacific (UN ESCAP) and the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) to promote
and coordinate the planning and implementa-
tion of measures required for minimizing the
loss of life and damage caused by typhoons in
Asia and the Pacific area. In order to coordinate
efforts on the implementation of various pro-
jects under the Disaster Prevention and Prepared-
ness (DPP) components to better support the
socio-economic development process in the
Typhoon Committee Area and help accomplish
the DPP related goals and objectives the RCPIP
(Regional Cooperation Plan Implementing Pro-
gram), the Typhoon Committee has established
the Working Group on Disaster Prevention and
Preparedness (WGDPP) at the 38th Session held
on November 2005, in Hanoi, Viet Nam. Dr.
Sam-Kew Roh, Republic of Korea and Dr. Ming-
Chung Wong, Hong Kong, China were appoint-
ed as first Chair and Vice-Chair of WGDPP
respectively by members of WGDPP and now
chairperson was substituted by Dr. Waon-Ho Yi,
Republic of Korea.

The WGDPP developed a Typhoon Committee
Disaster Information System (TCDIS) to share
disaster related information and reduce dam-
ages from tropical cyclones of 14 committee
member countries in Asia and Pacific area,
namely, Cambodia; China; Hong Kong, China;
Japan; Lao People’s Democratic Republic; Macao,
China; Malaysia; People’s Democratic Republic
of Korea; Philippines; Republic of Korea; Singapore;
Thailand; USA; Viet Nam. One of main WGDPP
projects is to support committee members and
to identify and implement high priority activities
for typhoon risk mitigation and commissioning
of technical assistance and studies to sustain
these initiatives. It is envisaged that the project
of the TCDIS and the WEB-GIS based TCDIS
would draw up proposals to suit their local
needs for effective mitigation of tropical cyclone
risks. 

In order to assist and guide in data input and
database implementation of comprehensive dis-
aster information systems such as the TCDIS
and the WEB-GIS based TCDIS, an expert mis-
sion was suggested at the third workshop of
WGDPP at Seoul, Republic of Korea. The objec-
tives of the expert mission are: (i) introduce the
TCDIS and the WEBGIS based TCDIS, (ii) intro-
duce the method for data input in the both sys-
tems and practice with sample data, (iii) collect
disaster related information and input data need-
ed for the WEB-GIS based TCDIS, (iv) promote
the use of the TCDIS by the governments of the
participating members; (v) identify the needs
and gaps of participating members in relation to
the implementation of the EWS and acquisition
of the necessary information to TCDIS, and (vi)
explore whether there is a need for public out-
reach projects in relation to the EWS and disas-
ter risk reduction in the participating members.

The Expert Mission in 2008 was conducted in
the 7-day period  from 12 May to 19 May, 2008
Four Typhoon Committee members, namely,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic; Philippines;
Thailand and Viet Nam were selected as recipi-
ent members of the Expert Mission in 2008. An
expert team comprising six experts from the
Republic of Korea and the Secretary of the
Typhoon Committee, Dr. Olavo Rasquinho, was
formed to undertake the mission.

The mission was successfully completed and
the objectives were fully accomplished. The
mission also indentified the need to organize
regular meetings and briefings to public officials
responsible for disaster prevention and prepared-
ness in the respective member countries, as
well as implement public out-reach projects on
Early Warning System (EWS) and the Disaster
Information System (DIS). 
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Effective response to typhoon calls for regional
cooperation among the affected countries. A key
element in such a response is an efficient
typhoon warning system which involves the
rapid and frequent exchange of information
between countries and areas based on exten-
sive observations and close monitoring of the
storm’s development and movement. Obviously
such activities cannot be effectively performed
on ad hoc or informal thus, a regional collabora-
tion mechanism is necessary.

The Typhoon Committee (TC) is an inter-govern-
mental body organized under the joint auspices
of the Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1968 to
promote and coordinate the planning and imple-
mentation of measures required for minimizing
the loss of life and material damage caused by
typhoons in Asia and the Pacific. The founding
members of the committee were China; Hong
Kong, China; Japan; Republic of Korea; Lao
People’s Democratic Republic; Philippines; and
Thailand. More recent members include, Cam-
bodia since 1972, Malaysia since 1976, Viet Nam
since 1979, Macao, China since 1993, People’s
Democratic Republic of Korea since 1993, Singapore
since 1997, and the USA since 1998 raising TC
membership to fourteen. 

The TC aims to reduce the damage caused by
tropical cyclones and floods in the region by: 
(i) reviewing regularly the progress made in

the various fields of typhoon damage pre-
vention;

(ii) recommending to the participating govern-
ments concerned plans and measures for
the improvement of meteorological and hydro-
logical facilities needed for typhoon damage
prevention;

(iii) recommending to the participating govern-
ments concerned plans and measures for
improvement of community preparedness
and disaster prevention; 

(iv) promoting the establishment of programs
and facilities for training personnel from
countries in the region in typhoon forecast-
ing and warning, hydrology and flood con-

trol within the region and arrange for train-
ing outside the region, as necessary; .

(v) promoting, preparing and submitting to par-
ticipating governments and other interested
organization plans for coordination of research
programs and activities concerning typhoons;

(vi) considering, upon request, possible sources
of financial and technical support for such
plans and programs; 

(vii)preparing and submitting, at the request
and on behalf of the participating govern-
ments, requests for technical, financial and
other assistance offered under the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
and by other organizations and contributors.

In carrying out these functions, the TC maintains
and implements action programs under three
components such as logical, hydrological, disas-
ter prevention and preparedness with supported
by Advisory Working Group (AWG) and Training
and Research Coordination Group (TRCG), and
Resources Mobilization Group (RMG) and also
with contributions by its members and their
cooperation and the assistance provided by the
UNDP, ESCAP, WMO, and other agencies. In
general, the members are responsible for imple-
menting those parts of the program within their
national jurisdiction with assistance, if neces-
sary, from the TC staff or consultants.

1.1 Vision

The vision of the Typhoon Committee is to be
the world’s best intergovernmental, regional
organization for improving the life quality of the
populations in country of members through inte-
grated cooperation to mitigate impacts and risks
of typhoon-related disasters and to enhance bene-
ficial typhoon-related effects.

1.2 Mission

The Typhoon Committee’s vision is to integrate
and enhance regional activities in the areas of
meteorological, hydrological, and disaster pre-
vention and preparedness of members within
international frameworks to reduce the loss of
lives and minimize the social, economical, and
environmental damages by typhoon-related dis-
asters and to enhance beneficial typhoon-relat-
ed effects.

1. TYPHOON COMMITTEE

1
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1.3 Key Results Areas and Strategic Goals 

The key results areas are defined as the critical,
overarching, priority areas of special interest for
the Typhoon Committee. The committee must
complete the strategic goals associated with
these key results areas for it to achieve its vision
and mission through regional, integrated actions.
The committee has identified seven key results
areas for special emphasis in the next five years.
It should be noted that the TC along with its
working groups can make major contributions
key results areas, but there are many other fac-
tors and influences which are not under the

direct control of the TC and the committee
sources. Table 1 shows the key results areas and
strategic goals of the TC. A chronology of the
Typhoon Committee is given in Appendix I.

The success of the Typhoon Committee demon-
strated the effectiveness of regional cooperation
in mitigating the impacts of tropical cyclone to
members and prompted the establishment of
similar organizations in other tropical cyclone
basins around the world, namely,  the Panel on
Tropical Cyclones, RA I and RA V Tropical Cyclone
Committees, and RA IV Hurricane Committee.

2

Table 1. The key results areas and strategic goals of the Typhoon Committee 

Strategic Goals

To reduce the number of deaths by typhoon-related disasters by half using the
decade 1990-1999 as the base line to compare with the decade 2006-2015 in the
TC region

To reduce the socio-economic impacts of typhoon-related disasters per GDP per
capita by 20% using the decade 1990-1999 as the base line to compare with the
decade 2006-2015 in the TC region

To improve the beneficial use of typhoon-related effects of typhoons by 10% in
water management by selected members using the decade 1990-1999 as the
base line to compare with the decade 2006-2015

To promote increasing use of the typhoon-related beneficial effects among the
Members in many different sectors

To provide reliable typhoon-related disaster information for effective policy making
in risk management in various sectors

To strengthen capacity of the members in typhoon-related disaster risk manage-
ment in various sectors

To enhance international and regional cooperation and assistance in the field of
disaster risk reduction

To promote and enhance culture of community-based disaster risk management
among the members

To promote education, training and public awareness of typhoon-related disasters
among the members

To strengthen RSMC capacity to respond to the needs of the members in forecast-
ing and capacity building

To improve capacity of members to provide timely and accurate user-oriented and
friendly TC products and information

To enhance capacity of members’ typhoon-related observation and monitoring

To strengthen the capacity for resources mobilization for the implementation of the
strategic goals

To strengthen the capacity of the TC to effectively discharge its responsibilities and
functions

Key Results Areas

Reduced loss of life from
typhoon-related disasters

Minimized typhoon- relat-
ed social and economic
impacts

Enhanced beneficial
typhoon-related effects for
the betterment of quality
of life

Improved typhoon- related
disaster risk management
in various sectors

Strengthened resilience of
communities to typhoon-
related disaster

Improved capacity to gen-
erate and provide accu-
rate, timely and under-
standable information on
typhoon-related threats

Enhanced typhoon com-
mittee’s effectiveness and
international collabora-
tions



In order to coordinate efforts on the implemen-
tation of various works under the disaster pre-
vention and preparedness (DPP) components,
the Typhoon Committee established the Working
Group on Disaster Prevention and Preparedness
(WGDPP) in 2005 with the terms of reference
described in the following section. The primary
efforts of WGDPP are to better support the socio-
economic development process in the Typhoon
Committee area and to help accomplish the
DPP-related goals and objectives the Regional
Cooperation Plan Implementing Program.

2.1 Terms of Reference of WGDPP 

The WGDPP will promote cooperation among
members of activities under the disaster preven-
tion and preparedness component with the aim
to support the socio-economic development
process and enhance cooperation among the mem-
bers in all three components such as hydrology
components, meteorology component, and DPP
component. Towards this end, the WGDPP is
expected to advise and assist the TC in: (i) iden-
tifying priority issues and areas of cooperation
in the DPP component; (ii) promoting and facili-
tating the exchange of experiences and knowl-
edge on latest developments and techniques
related to the above issues and areas; (iii) coor-
dinating and implement priority activities and
programs of the committee aiming at strength-
ening capacity of the members in disaster pre-
vention and preparedness; (iv) mobilizing re-
sources to carry out priority activities of the
committee related to the DPP component; (v)
reporting overall progress in the implementa-
tion of the DPP component of the RCPIP; and (vi)
recommending to the committee priority areas,
programs, and activities for cooperation in dis-
aster prevention and preparedness research by
related experts of the members.

2.2 Members

The WGDPP will consist of the following mem-
bers: (i) chairperson, (current post holder: Dr.
Waon-Ho Yi); (ii) vice chairperson, (current post
holder: Dr. Ming-Chung Wong; and (iii) mem-
bers’ representatives as appointed by the
Committee. The Committee also requests other
interested members to take part in the working
group and invite ESCAP and WMO representa-
tives to be involved in the work of this Working
Group. The term of service on the WGDPP is 1
year subject to extension authorized by the TC.

2.3 Activities of WGDPP 

The 38th Session of Typhoon Committee on Hanoi,

Viet Nam, 14-19 November, 2005

The WGDPP was established at the 38th Session,
November 2005, in Hanoi, Viet Nam. The mem-
bers of WGDPP appointed Dr. Sam-Kew Roh,
Republic of Korea and Dr. Ming-Chung Wong,
Hong Kong, China as Chair and Vice-Chair of
WGDPP respectively. It also invited the mem-
bers to nominate their respective focal points to
participate in the work of WGDPP. The members
reviewed the activities in 2005 and the main fea-
tures of presentations of 12 members are sum-
marized following as: (i) Information collection
system using remote sensing technology includ-
ing satellite imagery can be a powerful tool for
disaster prevention and preparedness compo-
nent; (ii) Hazard zoning and mapping is one of
the key foundations for an effective disaster
management system; (iii) Flood and landslide
mapping are the ones to start with; (iv) Town
watch mapping introduced by ADRC would help
understand the use of hazard map at communi-
ty level; (v) Disaster database system such as
GLIDE proposed by ADRC needs to be promoted
for more systematic information sharing; (vi)
Experiences regarding evacuation schemes and
related legal systems need to be reviewed and
shared at the regional level; (vii) Integration of
disaster risk reduction concepts into actual poli-
cy in development planning and recovery process
using legislative system is essential to mitigate

2.  THE WORKING GROUP ON DISASTER
PREVENTION AND PREPAREDNESS
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and minimize the consequences of typhoon-
related disasters; (viii) Modified environmental
impact assessment or disaster impact assess-
ment can be adopted in developing member to
reduce reckless and uncontrollable develop-
ment; (ix) It is important to conduct drills and
exercises involving the public and to raise aware-
ness of the community based warning and
response system; (x) It needs to conduct capaci-
ty building training for trainers or volunteers
who are responsible for disaster management at
the local/community level; (xi) It is also desired
to provide information on typhoon disasters to
the education sector and encourage them to be
integrated in school curriculum; (xii) Regional
detection and monitoring systems used in tsuna-
mi detection and warning can be reviewed to
take advantage of already available technolo-
gies which may be mobilized for typhoon relat-
ed disaster, or vice versa; (xiii) International
sharing on the standard operational plan or
manual for multi-hazard warning response is
desired; (xiv) Tools such as PDA, radio, TV, Cell
Broadcasting Service, town speakers, and handy
loud speakers are needed to be recognized and
promulgated for early warning communication;
(xv) Sharing of information and experience on
the operation of early warning system is highly
desirable and should be promoted.

Based on these reviews, to implement the DPP
projects starting from 2006, the committee
attached priority as followings: (i) develop and
implement a database on the DPP component
focusing on the compilation and publication of
an inventory of early warning systems operated
by members in which the database can be
expanded to include other information as the
project progress; (ii) link hazard mapping on
flood and landslide with local actions and imple-
mentations to enable the local community to
produce and use relevant hazard maps; (iii) pro-
mote the importance of application of remote
sensing technology, especially satellite technol-
ogy, in DPP; (iv) provide opportunities that DPP
experts and media representatives work togeth-
er on disaster communication; (v) offer an expe-
rience sharing network on disaster impact assess-

ment as a tool in disaster risk reduction; (vi)
other socio-economic issues still need to be dis-
cussed.

On the basis of the information provided by the
members and findings of parallel session of the
DPP, the following conclusions were reached: (i)
The Committee recognized the need to enhance
coordination and interaction among all the
working groups; (ii) In this connection, it encour-
aged WGDPP to advance progress expected from
the key activities of WGDPP, especially those
related to the inventory of early warning sys-
tems in the TC members and the establishment
of socio-economic database of typhoon-related
disasters in the region (iii) In this connection, it
recognized the importance of close collabora-
tion between WGDPP and ADRC in the develop-
ment of the database; (iv) The Committee expres-
sed its appreciation to Republic of Korea and
Hong Kong, China for various initiatives to fur-
ther enhance the important role of DPP in pro-
moting visibility of the committee and in facili-
tating mobilization of resources to support the
operations of the committee; (v) The Committee
recognized the need to implement activities of
the DPP component of RCPIP in close collabora-
tion with Working Group on Meteorology (WGM)
and Working Group on Hydrology (WGH); (vi)
The committee recognized the benefit of syner-
gy in implementing DPP activities of the RCPIP
projects in collaboration with ongoing DPP acti-
vities of ADPC and ESCAP projects, including
those related to early warning, community based
disaster risk management and enhanced partic-
ipation of the media in disaster reduction.

The 1st Meeting of WGDPP on Seoul, Republic of

Korea, 25-26 May, 2006

The 1st Meeting of WGDPP was held in Seoul,
Republic of Korea from May 25 to 26, 2006. 16
experts from 10 member countries such as
China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Lao People’s
Democratic Republic; Macao, China; Malaysia;
Philippines; Republic of Korea; Thailand and
USA, and 4 delegates from international and
regional organizations such as WMO, UNESCAP,
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UNISDR, and ADRC, discussed about the data-
base project and future activities of four topics
such as vision of DPP, Early Warning System in
Hong Kong, China, last miles of EWS, introduc-
tion of Macao, China civil protection were pre-
sented in this meeting and specific presenta-
tions regarding database setup project such as
TC database setup for EWS, remarks on TC
database setup for EWS and database of EWS in
the TC region were also presented. The specific
descriptions discussed about vision and future
activities of the DPP, purpose of the database,
items to be included, database implementation
process and methodology, and who will be
doing what in the future. During the meeting,
the WGDPP also determined the TC DPP data-
base work plan. The committee expressed its
appreciation to the Republic of Korea and Hong
Kong, China for various efforts to promote visi-
bility of the committee and for resources mobi-
lization including the first meeting of WGDPP in
Seoul and the Typhoon Committee Disaster
Information System (TCDIS) project. The com-
mittee also expressed its appreciation to UNIS-
DR and ADRC for the support it provided to the
WGDPP and especially to the TCDIS project.

The 39th Session of Typhoon Committee on Manila,

Philippines, 4-9 December, 2006

At the 39th session of Typhoon Committee, the
WGDPP session reviewed about activities of the
committee members. Priority activities within
the DPP component among the members were
included following as: (i) the TC database set up
as the first RCPIP project of WGDPP and (ii) col-
laboration for the formulation of the commit-
tee’s strategic plans between 2007-2011, and
annual operation plans for 2007. The committee
noted with interest that the Hong Kong, China
observatory conducted several courses on weath-
er and geophysics, including courses on tropical
cyclones, for members of the public in 2006 and
that they were well received. The committee
also noted that the year long public education
campaign “Safer Living - Reducing Natural
Disasters” held in Hong Kong, China ended in
April 2006 with a one month exhibition and res-

cue drill demonstrations, and requested Hong
Kong, China to share its experience with other
members.

The committee decided to make a report on the
Parallel Session of the Working Group on DPP
and recognized that an efficient data sharing
system or data management tools for various
disasters for TC members pursuing an accurate,
rapid, and economic system which can be
expanded to include damage prediction, dam-
age survey, and recovery support functions were
needed. For this reason, among the 6 items to
be implemented as DPP projects decided in the
38th session, the database setup has been select-
ed as the first project. The final objective of the
database is to establish disaster related data
sharing system among the members and in the
region. The committee selected an appreciation
note for the enhanced coordination and interac-
tion among all the working groups during 2006
especially in the Macao, China workshop. During
the Macao, China workshop, the WGDPP dis-
cussed? the contents of database and strategies
for DPP plans such as (i) The committee named
the database as the TCDIS and reviewed TCDIS
draft formats. (ii) For the 7 Key result areas,
strategic goals and associated activities were
proposed for DPP by the members for the for-
mulation of the Typhoon Committee Strategic
Plan 2007-2011.

The committee agreed that enhanced interac-
tion not only among WGDPP members but also
with other Working Groups to establish and
operate TCDIS effectively were needed. The Com-
mittee also agreed that focal points for TCDIS
would be required for this. The operation plan
for 2007 was reviewed and finalized in this
meeting. On the basis of the information provid-
ed by the members and findings of the parallel
session on WGDPP, the following conclusions
were selected that the WGDPP is needed to
make plan of the TCDIS in two phases following
as (i) The committee agreed to set up the TCDIS
using database equipment for disaster status
analysis and response to input disaster informa-
tion of the members, and to support the decision-
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making process and status judgment through
database construction using various disaster
information in phase 1; (ii) The committee also
agreed to expand the TCDIS and to make net-
work with other organizations and related sys-
tems in phase 2. 

The committee recognized the need to imple-
ment activities of the DPP component of the
strategic plan in close collaboration with WGM
and WGH. On the basis of the information pro-
vided by the members and deliberations, the
committee made the following decisions: (i)
Conduct coordination meeting to finalize the
TCDIS concept, design layout, application method,
and enter statistics from 2005 and 2006 in the
first and second quarter of 2007; (ii) Support the
experts to National Institute for Disaster Manage-
ment (NIDP) and National Emergency Manage-
ment Agency (NEMA), Republic of Korea to help
develop the TCDIS; (iii) Start collecting and com-
piling disaster management information of the
members, especially concentrate on the early
warning systems, then develop and implement
pilot web site; (iii) Implement Expert Mission by
dispatching 2-3 experts to help 2-3 member
countries to set up the TCDIS, after the coordi-
nation meeting and before 40th session in 2007;
(iv) Participate in a focused, integrated WGM,
WGH, WGDPP, TRCG, and AWG workshop with
specific deliveries defined and review progress
of the TCDIS project to determine future actions
and timeline; and (v) make presentation on the
TCDIS project and web site to the 40th session
of the Typhoon Committee.

The 2nd Meeting of the WGDPP on Seoul, Republic of

Korea, 22-24 August, 2007

The second meeting of the WGDPP was held in
Seoul, Republic of Korea from 22 to 24 August
2007. Twenty participants from member coun-
tries and international organizations discussed
about DPP projects including the TCDIS. During
the DPP meeting, the participants agreed on the
following points: (i) completing the TCDIS is a
priority of the DPP; (ii) a focal point person and
organization in each country is identified or will

be identified by the end of August 2007; (iii) the
NIDP provides a manual for the TCDIS; and (iv)
The participants finalized the design of the
TCDIS and agreed to provide inputs to the
TCDIS by early September before the IWS to be
held in Bangkok, 10-15 September. The partici-
pants also discussed vision and future activities
of the TCDIS.

The 40th session of Typhoon Committee on Macao,

China, 21-26 November, 2007

In this session, the activities of the members,
UNESCAP, WMO and other collaborating orga-
nizations in 2007 were reviewed. Priority activi-
ties within the DPP component among the
members were following as: (i) progress on the
TCDIS project; (ii) the 2nd DPP meeting on
Seoul in August 2007; and (iii) the integrated
workshop on Bangkok in September 2007.

The Committee decided to make a report for the
Parallel Session of the Working Group on DPP.
The officers was elected in the meeting of
Working Group on DPP. The committee noted
the ongoing enhanced project on the TCDIS and
expressed its appreciation to the government of
Republic of Korea for the provision of $350,000
for the implementation of the TCDIS. The com-
mittee noted the closer interaction not only
among WGDPP members but also with other
Working Groups to establish and operate the
TCDIS effectively were needed.

On the basis of the information provided by the
members and findings of the parallel session on
WGDPP, the following conclusion were reached:
(i) the committee appreciated Dr. Sam-Kew Roh
for his leadership and efforts during the last two
years; (ii) the committee recognizes the impor-
tance of the outcomes of the Bangkok workshop
in September, Integrated Workshop on Social
Economic Impacts of Extreme Typhoon related
events as the basis for future activities on the
TCDIS; and (iii) future activities of the WGDPP
should include joint activities with the WGM and
the WGH and rapid economic impacts assess-
ment.
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The Committee also made the following recom-
mendations: (i) To appoint Dr. Waon-Ho Yi from
the NIDP of the Republic of Korea and Dr. Ming-
Chung Wong from Hong Kong, China as Chair
and Vice Chair of the WGDPP respectively; (ii)
To enhance the ongoing project on the TCDIS to
serve as a portal for the TC members on the
DPP matters; (iii) To develop a conceptual frame-
work consistent with the Multi-Hazard Early
Warning Systems in conjunction with other
WGs to make a link with the TCDIS; (iv) To send
expert missions on the TCDIS to interested
members in April or May 2008; (v) To support
the organization of public education events to
raise public awareness on the DPP jointly with
WMO DPP Program and UNISDR, as well as
WGM and WGH, and consider if these would
need to be added during the mission; (vi) To
organize the third DPP Workshop in Korea in
summer 2008; (vii) To conduct a training work-
shop on the socio-economic impacts of disas-
ters during the integrated workshop in 2008.

The 3rd Meeting of the WGDPP on Seoul, Republic of

Korea, 10-11 April, 2008

The third Meeting of the WGDPP was held in
Seoul, Republic of Korea from 10 to 11 April
2008. Twenty participants from Members and

International organizations discussed about the
TCDIS. During the DPP meeting, the participants
agreed on the following: (i) The TCDIS and the
WEB-GIS based TCDIS are useful tool to make
WGDPP a paradigm of TC Working Groups; (ii)
providing inputs to disaster information on the
TCDIS as soon as possible.

Participants also agreed on the following
regarding the Expert Mission: (i) Four members,
namely, Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Philippines, Viet Nam, and Thailand were select-
ed for recipient countries of first expert mission
in 2008; (ii) the WEB-GIS based TCDIS can help
improve the quality control of disaster informa-
tion and link that data to policy decision making
of the countries; (iii) the Expert Mission should
be considered and focused on presentations of
benefits of TCDIS and what WGDPP can offer
members as well as  exposure of of WGM and
WGH; (iv) the NIDP will prepare for an expert
mission in May depending on the availability of
fund, which other members are invited to con-
tribute; (v) the ISDR will provide directions on
archival of statistics on the TCDIS website and
suggest the format for an integrated page on
the statistics. All participants of three working
group meeting on the Disaster Prevention and
Preparedness were listed in Appendix II. 
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During the 38th session of the TC held in 2005, the
members of the Working Group on Disaster
Prevention and Preparedness (WGDPP) agreed to
establish an efficient data sharing tool of various
tropical cyclone related disasters for TC mem-
bers. The members agreed that the objectives of
this initiative are to acquire accurate and rapid
system to assess damages through damage pre-
dictions, damage surveys, and recovery support
functions. The members also agreed to establish
an integrated information system to share disas-
ter data and information within the TC region.

The DPP implemented its first project in 2006
and established a website (www.tcdis.org) called
the “Typhoon Committee Disaster Information
System” (TCDIS). The TCDIS contributes to tropi-
cal-cyclone- related disaster risk reduction in the
region though promoting a timely and efficient
way of tropical-cyclone- related disaster informa-
tion communication via its website. The TCDIS is
developed as a platform (i) to exchange the dis-
aster information and experience of members,
(ii) for coordination, integration, capacity build-
ing, communication, and outreach, and (iii) for
identification of hazard and resource mobiliza-
tion. The system would be able to help decision
makers take informed actions during emergency
situations of an approaching tropical cyclone.
The TCDIS can also be used as a platform for
members to share disaster data, knowledge and
experiences, good practices, and other informa-
tion related to tropical cyclone disaster risk
reduction. 

Information for the TCDIS is categorized under
five topics, namely. “About the TCDIS”, “Pro-
jects”, “Early Warning System”, “Disaster Man-
agement System”, and “DPP Meeting”. The
main page displays a tropical cyclone informa-
tion map which shows the recent storms in the
typhoon committee region (Figure 1). A box of
“News & Notice” for TC related news and disas-
ter related information and “DPP Meeting” for
information of meeting are also represented at

the bottom of main page for quick access to
these pages.

1.1 The “About the TCDIS” Page 

This page explains the background and purpose
of the TCDIS, as well as major functions of the
TCDIS such as the Contents, the Early Warning
System, and the Disaster Information System
(DIS), activities of the WGDPP and members,
etc. A sample page is shown in Figure 2.

1.2 The “Projects” Page

In this site, the projects of the Working Group
on Disaster Prevention and Preparedness are
introduced. At present, the project to develop
disaster information system for typhoon com-
mittee members is being implemented. This
page displays project information and related
materials, reports and meeting findings on the
development the TCDIS. Future projects planned
by the WGTCDPP will be also presented in this
site. 

1.3 The “Early Warning System” Page 

The Early Warning system (EWS) site contains
information on each member’s early warning
system (EWS), including warning criteria and
organization,  for high-impact weather such as
strong wind, heavy rain, and typhoon, and sys-

1. CONTENTS OF THE TCDIS 
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Figure 1. Main page of TCDIS



tem for warning, will be collected and summa-
rized in the TCDIS.  An efficient data sharing tool
of various in this page could help TC members
reduce tropical-cyclone-related disaster risk in
the region though promoting a timely and effi-
cient communication of typhoon-related disas-
ter information, thus enabling helps decision
makers to make informed decisions and take
timely action during emergency situations. Ex-
amples showing the “Warning Criteria” and

“Inventory Early Warning System” for each mem-
ber in this site are shown in Figures 3 and 4
respectively.

1.4 The “Disaster Management System” Page

The Disaster Management System (DIS) Website
contains  disaster management organization of
each member as well as disaster statistics such
as local and time damage of disaster, damage
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Figure 2. Sample page of  “About TCDIS” Figure 3. Example of the warning criteria
in the Republic of Korea

Figure 4. Example of the Early Warning 
System of the Philippines

Figure 5. Example of organization chart of Lao 
PDR for the disaster management



recovery information in the disaster information
system. Disaster Reports containing various dis-
aster related information such as GLIDE Num-
ber, period, location, map, cause of damage,
casualties, property damage, EWS operation,
lessons learned, references, pictures will be
compiled by each respective member and con-
tains essential metadata on the tropical cyclone
under reference and shown in this website. An
example of the disaster management organiza-

tion with a disaster management organization
chart is shown in Figure 5. 

Annual total loss of lives and properties dam-
ages from tropical-cyclone-related disasters are
also summarized and displayed in the form of
table and figures. The annual total damages
from 1995 to 2007 of the Republic of Korea are
shown in Figure 6. Such total damages and
casualties statistics are presented by name of
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Figure 6. Annual damages of Republic of Korea 
in the disaster management system

Figure 8. The disaster report of Republic of Korea

Figure 7. Total damages from typhoon Nari 
in the disaster management system

Figure 9. The typhoon track in the disaster 
report of Republic of Korea



tropical cyclone together with the year of occur-
rence. Figure 6 is an example of the damages
and casualties caused by typhoon Nari in 2007.
Other tropical-cyclone-related information such
as the GLIDE number, location, damage infor-
mation, and maps can also be found in the
Disaster Report. An example each of the Disaster
Report and  the typhoon track in the Disaster
Report are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

1.5 The “DPP Meeting” Page 

News and new information notified by the
WGDPP are presented in this site. Reports pub-
lished by WGDPP are also presented in this site.

With this active support from TC members, the
Republic of Korea has designed and launched
the Typhoon Committee Disaster Information
System (TCDIS) containing members’ disaster
warning systems and disaster management sys-
tems for tropical-cyclone-related disaster As first
proposed in the 3rd meeting of WGDPP in 2007,
the Republic of Korea is now working on a more
effective next-generation disaster information
management system named “WEB-GIS based
TCDIS”. The WEB-GIS based TCDIS was devel-
oped to further promote and coordinate the
planning and implementation of measures re-

quired for minimizing the loss of life and materi-
al damage caused by typhoons in Asia and the
Pacific (Figure 10). This next-generation disaster
information and management system is re-
quired as (i) each member will have growing
interest on the  economic and environmental
aspects of the damages from disasters which
may occur with higher frequency and occur across
boundaries; (ii) cooperation of each members
based on information prepared in normal situa-
tion is much cheaper; (iii) the TC will be the
main source of climate change information; (iv)
establishment of standards for GIS in each region
which is being built by PCGIAP (www.
pcgiap.org). For the implementation of the WEB-

2. WEB-GIS BASED TCDIS
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Figure 10. Main of the WEB-GIS based TCDIS

Table 2. Basic data to be obtained from each TC member for prediction and estimation of typhoon trajectory 

Information characteristics

- damage data of each administrative area
(e.g. 232 county in the Republic of Korea)

- population data in each counties
- census data

- administration boundaries adjusted

- e.g. 28 detailed cadastral maps in damaged areas

- changes in consumer price rate

- characteristics of meteorological data 

Source

e.g. NEMA, annual
disaster report

e.g. NSO

Boundary data

e.g. Cadastral report

e.g. NSO

Information

Damages

Population

Boundaries of administra-
tive areas 

Cadastral maps

Changes in price rated

Meteorological data



GIS based TCDIS, the basic data shown in Table
2 to facilitate prediction and estimation of
typhoon trajectory will need to be obtained from
each TC member. 

2.1 Purpose of the WEB-GIS based TCDIS 

The objectives of the WEB-GIS based TCDIS are:
(i) to provide an integrated and comprehensive

disaster information system, 
(ii) to expand international cooperation and

knowledge for disaster management, and 
(iii) to improve understandings of typhoon phe-

nomena and of its impact on natural and
social environment. 

The proposed strategies for the WEB-GIS based
TCDIS are:
(i) continuous working to finish establishment

of the WEB-GIS based TCDIS, 
(ii) lead more participants and input from TC

members, and
(iii) funding for developing countries from de-

veloped countries and the United Nations. 

The expected benefits from the development of
WEB-GIS based TCDIS are (i) establishment of
typhoon trajectory prediction model with low
cost input, (ii) collecting input data for predic-

tion model from historical data of climate and
disaster report, (iii) sharing disaster response
information prepared by each county to prepare
and recover the disaster and support for water
resources allocations, (iv) using the new predic-
tion model to compare with other hydrological
models, and (v) building more accurate typhoon
trajectory prediction model with more data
obtained from disaster reports. For the predic-
tion of tropical trajectory, central pressure value
is used in the WEB-GIS based TCDIS which pre-
diction model represent the similar typhoon tra-
jectory by Nearest Neighbor Method (NNM). The
simulation result with three historical input data
such as the pressure, the longitude, the latitude,
time and date obtained from meteorological
warning center is shown in Figure 11. The cali-
bration result shows that the prediction model
represent well Typhoon Maemi’s track with
input data such as date, longitudinal, latitude,
central pressure obtained from the report of
Typhoon Maemi.

The WEB-GIS based TCDIS  would serve as: (i)
information service provider including the typhoon
information, the damage, the alert, and other
related model, (ii) application service provider
including the typhoon trajectory prediction model
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Figure 11. The calibration result of Maemi’s trajectory

Figure 12. The regional damage result from the WEB-GIS
based Typhoon Damage Estimation System,
WEB-GIS based TCDIS



for each county, (iii) community service provider
for various attendee and participants for typhoon
committee, (iv) location service provider includ-
ing the GIS based typhoon information, (v)
interactive information provider. 

2.2 Typhoon Damage Estimation System 

In the WEB-GIS based Typhoon Damage Esti-
mation System, WEB-GIS based TDES, kernel
density function was used to estimate damage
from typhoon which meteorological data was
converted into trend analysis for kernel density
function. The regional damage result for each
typhoon trajectory which damage is estimated
with rainfall and wind velocity data is represent-
ed in the WEB-GIS based TCDIS shown in Figure
12.

For estimation of WEB-GIS based Typhoon Dam-
age, the events of precipitation and wind speed
of historic typhoon and detailed information for
232 counties of Republic of Korea are arranged
into database. For the damage estimation, rain-
fall and strong wind related typhoon implement-
ed in database and detailed GIS data are con-
verted into the kernel density function. Inter-
polation process with GIS programming based
on “Intra map”, one of the dominant software in
Republic of Korea and produced by KSIC was
also used to estimate typhoon related damages.
The calibration result show that the prediction
model represent well typhoon related damages
with input data such as wind data and precipita-
tion data obtained from the database of the
WEB-GIS based TCDIS.
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The Working Group for Disaster Prevention and
Preparedness commenced implementation of its
first project, the Typhoon Committee Disaster
Information System in 2005. TCDIS is a tool for
information exchange among the Typhoon
Committee members. It contains disaster infor-
mation such as the disaster management sys-
tem, the early warning system, disaster statis-
tics, disaster reports and DPP activities. The suc-
cessful implementation of the project depends
on the provision by all TC members the neces-
sary member specific information to the TCDIS
coordinator on a continuous basis. It is noted
that hitherto not all members have submitted
the required information for implementation of
the TCDIS. In this respect, the TC decided that
an expert mission would be conducted in 2008
to promote the TCDIS and to assist members in
data collection and entry to the TCDIS. The first
expert mission was conducted in four countries
from 11 May to 20 May, 2008.

Typhoon Committee Secretariat (TCS) an-
nounced the launch of the first WGDPP Expert
Mission through a circular letter to members.
Members interested in receiving the Expert
Mission (Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam) notified
TCS of their intention to participate. TCS, toge-
ther with Chair, WGDPP selected 4 candidates
as recipient members and notified the recipient
members. Each recipient member then nominat-
ed a focal point to liaise with TCS and relevant
local stake-holders and as well as make suitable
logistic arrangements for the mission. A mission

plan was prepared and agreed upon by the
recipient members and TCS. The expert team,
as well as the focal points of recipient members
had a coordination meeting during the third
meeting of WGDPP, to fine-tune the mission
plan for each recipient member. 

The main objectives of the Expert Mission are
to:
(i) introduce the TCDIS and WEB-GIS based

TCDIS, 
(ii) introduce the method for data input in the

both system and practice with sample data, 
(iii) collect disaster related information and data

needed for WEB-GIS based TCDIS, 
(iv) promote the use of TCDIS by the govern-

ments of the participating Members; 
(v) identify needs and gaps of participating

members in relation to the implementation
of the EWS and acquisition of the necessary
information to TCDIS, and 

(vi) explore whether there is a need for public
out-reach projects in relation to EWS and
disaster risk reduction in the participating
Members.

Four TC members, namely, Lao PDR, Phil-
ippines, Thailand and Viet Nam, were selected

2. RECIPIENT MEMBERS AND PARTICIPANTS

1. OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERT MISSION IN
2008
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III. TYPHOON COMMITTEE EXPERT MISSION

Table 3. Recipient countries and experts participated in the Expert Mission from 11 May to 20 May, 2008 

Management Organization

Dept. of Meteorology and Hydrology

Dept. of Floods and Storms Control

Dept. of Disaster Prevention and
Mitigation

Disaster Control Division in Quezon City

Expert Group

- Disaster Prevention
- Meteorologist

- Disaster Prevention
- Meteorologist

- Disaster Prevention
- Meteorologist
- GIS Major

- Disaster Prevention
- Meteorologist
- IT Major

Number of Participants

9

13

16

10

Recipient 

Lao PDR

Viet Nam

Thailand

Philippines



as recipients of the expert mission in 2008.
Recipient members and participants are listed in
Table 3.

The mission was led by an expert team led by
the Chair, WGDPP and comprising five  experts
from the Republic of Korea and the Secretary of
TC, Dr. Olavo Rasquinho to conduct the mission.
The experts were invited based on their areas of
expertise on disaster management system, IT
and database, Global Identification Number, and
public-outreach, etc. as determined by the require-
ments indicated by the recipient members. The
experts would promote usage of the TCDIS,
identify needs and gaps of participating mem-
bers in relation to the implementation of the
EWS and the DIS and acquisition of the neces-
sary information to the TCDIS as well as explore
whether there is a need for public out-reach pro-
jects in relation to the EWS, the DIS, and disas-
ter risk reduction in the participating members.
The experts in undertaking the mission are list-
ed in Table 4.

It has been planned that during the Expert
Mission, the TCDIS would be promoted to the
stake holders for timely and efficient disaster
information exchange. The TCDIS could also be
used as a platform for the members who have
less access to the regional disaster information.

This information exchange system could be uti-
lized to provide essential typhoon disaster relat-
ed information for decision makers. In the
process, the gaps and needs on early warning
systems and public out-reach programs of the
respective recipient members would be identi-
fied for subsequent follow-up programs and
proposals. Based on such consideration, the
mission schedule was prepared as  shown in
Table 5. 

The main task of the expert team was to  explain
the design and function of the TCDIS and the
WEB-GIS based TCDIS and collect related disas-
ter information for the disaster management
system including the existing early Warning
System and GIS information for building the
WEB-GIS based TCDIS from participant mem-
bers. Future works for collecting data, input col-
lecting data, and modifying the disaster man-
agement system and early warning system are
also discussed in the expert mission. The TCDIS
material presented in the mission is attached in
Appendix II, the WEB-GIS based TCDIS material
presented in the mission is attached in Appen-
dix III, and the material for Global Identification
Number presented in the mission is attached in
Appendix IV.

To establish the Web-GIS based TCDIS, the
expert team prepared a questionnaire for sur-
veying the availability of disaster information

5. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE TCDIS/WEB-
GIS BASED TCDIS

4. PROGRAMS

3. EXPERT TEAM
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Table 4. Experts undertaking the Expert Mission during 12-19 May, 2008 

Role of Mission

General management

Support for management and mission report 

Collect data related in EWS

Presentation of TCDIS

Presentation of WEB-GIS based TCDIS
Survey data for WEB-GIS based TCDIS

Collect data and report for EWS and DIS

Specialty

Chair of WGDPP

TCS

Expert in EWS

Hydrologist

Expert in GIS and
IT

Statistician

Name

Waonho Yi

Olavo Rasquinho

Sam-Kew Roh

Jitae Kim

Eun-Mi Chang

Dong Hyun Lee



such as weather report and disaster report and
digital map for the Geological Information System
from recipient members. This survey is very
useful for building a database and decision mak-
ing system for analysis disaster information and

decision making. A second questionnaire to
assess the existing situations (in particular, on
Early Warning Systems) in the recipient mem-
ber was also prepared by Chair of WGDPP in
consultation with TCS and sent to the respective
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Table 5. Schedule for the Expert Mission

Date

May 12
(Mon)

May 13
(Tue)

May 14
(Wed)

May 15
(Thu)

May 16
(Fri)

May 19
(Mon)

Time

09:00-09:30
09:30-10:30
10:30-11:00
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:30
13:30-15:00
15:00-15:30
15:30-17:00
17:00-18:00

13:00-13:30
13:30-14:30
14:30-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:30

09:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:30
13:30-17:00

13:00-13:30
13:30-14:30
14:30-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:30

09:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:30
13:30-17:00

09:00-09:30
09:30-10:30
10:30-11:00
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:30
13:30-15:00
15:00-15:30
15:30-17:00
17:00-18:00

Contents

- Opening Ceremony
- WGDPP and Expert Mission (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Coffee Break
- TCDIS (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Lunch
- WEB-GIS based TCDIS (by Dr. Eun-Mi Chang)
- Coffee Break
- Disaster Information Systems of Viet Nam
- Practice and discussion/Closing Ceremony

- Opening Ceremony
- WGDPP and Expert Mission (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Coffee Break
- TCDIS (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- WEB-GIS based TCDIS (by Dr. Eun-Mi Chang)

- Disaster Information Systems of Lao PDR
- Coffee Break
- Practice and discussion
- Lunch
- Practice and discussion/Closing Ceremony

- Opening Ceremony
- WGDPP and Expert Mission (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Coffee Break
- TCDIS (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- WEB-GIS based TCDIS (by Dr. Eun-Mi Chang)

- Disaster Information Systems of Thailand
- Coffee Break
- Practice and discussion
- Lunch
- Practice and discussion/Closing Ceremony

- Opening Ceremony
- WGDPP and Expert Mission (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Coffee Break
- TCDIS (by Dr. Jitae Kim)
- Lunch
- WEB-GIS based TCDIS (by Dr. Eun-Mi Chang)
- Coffee Break
- Disaster Information Systems of Philippines
- Practice and discussion/Closing Ceremony

Place

Hanoi,
Viet Nam

Vientiane,
Lao PDR

Bangkok,
Thailand

Manila,
Philippines
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focal points before the expert mission during
12-19 May, 2008. Focal points were requested to
return the completed questionnaire before com-
mencement of the mission. 

5.1  Questionnaire on availability of disas-

ter information 

Five questions about the status of digital maps,
status for weather report, status for disaster
report, contact points, and constraints were list-
ed in a questionnaire to be used as input tosh
the Web-GIS based TCDIS. The question on the
digital map (Table 6) is for assessing the possi-

bility of establishing  a member-specific geolog-
ical information system. The questions for the
status for weather report (Table 7) is to assess
the possibilities for prediction of typhoon trajec-
tory and damage estimation from typhoon relat-
ed disaster. The questions on disaster report are
as follows: (i) is there any disaster report for
each administration unit; (ii) if yes, how are the
damage categorized; (iii) if yes, is that in elec-
tronic file (spreadsheet or word file) or not
(book, hard copy); (iv) if yes, how many years
disaster report have been produced; and (v) if
yes, does the report include weather informa-
tion related to each disaster event.

Table 6. Questionnaire of the status of digital map

Questions

If yes, write If yes, write

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

Resolution Type of Format a

Class Number Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

Resolution Type of Format a

Class Number Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

Resolution Type of Format a

Class Number Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

- Type of Format a

Items

1:50000 Topographic Map

Urban Area
Rural Area
Digital Elevation Data
Land Use Map
National Boundaries
Administration Boundary
Main Highway Map
Street Map

1:25000 Topographic Map

Urban Area
Rural Area
Digital Elevation Data
Land Use Map
National Boundaries
Administration Boundary
Main Highway Map
Street Map

1:5000 Topographic Map

Urban Area
Rural Area
Digital Elevation Data
Land Use Map
National Boundaries
Administration Boundary
Main Highway Map
Street Map

Check

YES NO

a Example of Type of Format: HSP, TIFF, JPG, PDF, ETC. 



The questions about contact persons requested
information on the following (i) Institute or
agency, (ii) Department, (iii) Name, (iv) Fax, (v)
Phone, and (vi) Email. The last question on con-
straints asked whether it is possible to bring the
map data out of member’s territory when the
scale is lower than  a certain value. As an exam-
ple, detailed maps in 1: 50000 cannot normally
be taken out of the Republic of Korea, except
with special permission in the public’s interest.

6.1 Viet Nam

The following geographical features and rainfall
characteristics as well as the disaster informa-
tion were provided by the expert from Viet Nam
in the expert mission. Viet Nam is located in
southeast Asia with an area of  333,000㎢ and
3,200 kilometers of shoreline. The population in

6. CURRENT STATUS OF DISASTER RISK
MANAGEMENT OF RECIPIENT MEMBERS
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Table 7. Questionnaire of the status for weather report

Questions

If yes, write If yes, write If yes, write

Number Locations b/Altitude
Number Locations b/Altitude

If yes, write

Recording Time Duration Time Type of Format a

Recording Time Duration Time Type of Format a

Recording Time Duration Time Type of Format a

Recording Time Duration Time Type of Format a

Recording Time Duration Time Type of Format a

Items

Weather Stations

Named
Unnamed

Monitoring Items

Precipitation Record
Wind Speed Record
Max. Wind Speed Record
Wind Direction Record
Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

a Example of Type of Format: HSP, TIFF, JPG, PDF, ETC. 
b Locations : longitude and latitude

Figure 13. Photos of attendants from Viet Nam and expert team and meeting scene

(a) Attendant from Vietnam                            (b) Expert Mission Meeting



Viet Nam?is 84,000,000 in 2006, and the popula-
tion density is 226 per square kilometers (urban
region: 27 percent and rural region: 73 percent).
Geographical features of Viet Nam are as fol-
lows: (i) the northern part of Viet Nam is divided
by a alpine region formed from northwest to
southeast; (ii) the Red River, Thai Binh River,
and the vicinity of seashore region are located
in the low area; (iii) the central region and an
alpine zone have a geographical features that
the west is high and the east is low; and (iv) the
regions in northern part of Viet Nam are low
and even. Viet Nam has a climate characteristics
of tropical monsoon, high temperature, humidi-
ty, and a high rainfall. The rainfall is biased for
each season and region. There are fourteen
rivers in Viet Nam, and two rivers are connected
with neighboring countries. The attendants from
Viet Nam and expert team and meeting scene
are shown in Figure 13. The whole contents of
the presentation is appended in the Appendix II. 

6.2 Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Organization of disaster management, hydro-
meteorological observation network, data col-
lection network, metrological status in Lao
People’s Democratic Republic, rainfall distribu-
tion, recent natural disaster examples in Lao
People’s Democratic Republic, typhoon warning
system, flood forecast and warning system were

presented by expert from Lao People’s Demo-
cratic Republic. The Department of Meteorology
and Hydrology under the influence of Ministry
of Water Resource and Environment Administr-
ation (WREA) is in charge of disaster prevention
and preparedness, meteorology, and hydrology
in Lao People’s Democratic Republic. The atten-
dants from Lao People’s Democratic Republic
and expert team and meeting scene are shown
in Figure 14. Details on the presentation by the
expert from the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic is appended in the Appendix III. 

6.3 Thailand

The presentation for the database management
system for Thailand (www.disaster.go.th), the
database emergency system, input data for the
TCDIS and the WEB-GIS based TCDIS, the data-
base of expert for disaster prevention and pre-
paredness, the example of casualty database
(disaster management of a chemical plant), the
earthquake and storm waves database, disaster
database using GIS, the map representing the
danger of a drought, traffic accident database
was presented by expert from Thailand in the
expert mission. The attendants from Thailand
and expert team and meeting scene are shown
in Figure 15. The presentation is appended in
the Appendix IV.
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Figure 14. Photos of attendants from Lao PDR and expert team and meeting scene

(a) Attendants from Lao PDR                      (b) Expert Mission Meeting



6.4 Philippines

The topics for the disaster management system,
the damage of typhoons in 2006, the typhoon
warning system, flood forecast and warning sys-
tem for local area were presented by expert
from Philippines in the expert mission. There
four types typhoon warning system following
as: i) Storm Signal No.1 when it is predicted that

a wind with 30~60km/h speed will happen dur-
ing 36 hours; ii) Storm Signal No.2 when it is
predicted that a wind with 60~100km/h speed
will happen during 24 hours; iii) Storm Signal
No.3 when located near by a central of a typhoon
or when it is predicted that a wind with 100~
185km/h speed will happen during 18 hours; iv)
Storm Signal No.4 when it is predicted that a
wind over 185km/h speed will happen during 12
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Figure 15. Photos of attendants from Thailand and expert team and meeting scene

(a) Attendants from Thailand                              (b) Expert Mission Meeting

Figure 16. Photos of attendants from Philippines and  expert team and meeting scene 

(a) Attendants from Philippines (b) Expert Mission Meeting 
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hours. The attendants from Phil- ippines and
expert team and meeting scene are shown in
Figure 16. The whole presentation is appended
in the Appendix V. 

7.1 Republic of Korea

The 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:5,000 Topographic Map
information obtained from Republic of Korea is
shown in Table 8-10. Republic of Korea have
various formatted map for geological informa-
tion system. The information for weather status
obtained from Republic of Korea are shown in
Table 11. Republic of Korea have 76 managed
weather stations and 1800 unmanaged weather
stations and monitoring time of each monitor-

ing stations are 6 hours. These weather informa-
tion are obtained from 1910 and electronic archi-
val of these data are available from 2000.

For each disaster event, 232 administrations
have published disaster reports. There are ten
disaster categories including snow, heavy rain
with typhoon, heavy rain with thunderstorm,
wind, drought, earthquake, hail, and storm
surge in the disaster report. For ease of elec-
tronic processing such as spreadsheet or word
file, text file is converted to spreadsheet and rel-
ative DBMS format. Hard copies of disaster
information are available for more than 30
years. The starting date and time of precipita-
tion were recorded in the disaster report. A brief
overview of the weather condition is also includ-
ed as a situation overview. The  database is
already in digital format.

7. SURVEY RESULTS

Table 8. 1:50,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Republic of Korea

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 9. 1:25,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Republic of Korea

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map



7.2 Viet Nam

The 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:5,000 Topographic Map
information obtained from Viet Nam is shown in
Table 12-14. Viet Nam has various formatted
maps for use in geological information system.

The information for weather status obtained
from Viet Nam are shown in Table 15. Viet Nam
has 155 manned weather stations and reporting
time of each monitoring stations is every 6
hours.
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Table 10. 1:5,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Republic of Korea

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp/Dxf

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 11. The information for weather status obtained from Republic of Korea

If yes, write: If yes, write:

Number Locations/Altitude Type of format

76 Table 20
1800 -

Recording time

6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital

Items

Weather Stations

- manned
- unmanned

Monitoring Stations

- Precipitation Record
- Max, Wind Speed Record
- Wind Direction Record
- Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

∨
∨

Table 12. 1:50,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Viet Nam 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map
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For every disaster event, 64 administrations
have been published disaster report for 40 years.
For converting electronic file such as spread-
sheet or word file, text file is converted to spread-
sheet. Starting date and time of precipitation

had been recorded in the disaster report from
1990. A brief overview of the weather condition
is also included as situation overview. The data-
base is already in digital format.

Table 13. 1:25,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Viet Nam

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Dxf

Dxf

Dxf

Dxf

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 14. 1:5,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Viet Nam 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 15. The information for weather status obtained from Viet Nam

If yes, write: If yes, write:

Number Locations/Altitude Type of format

155 Table 20
- -

Recording time

6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital
6-hr - Analog, Digital

Items

Weather Stations

- manned
- unmanned

Monitoring Stations

- Precipitation Record
- Max, Wind Speed Record
- Wind Direction Record
- Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

∨
∨



7.3 Lao People’s Democratic Republic

The 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:5,000 Topographic Map
information obtained from Lao People’s Demo-
cratic Republic is shown in Table 16-18. Lao
People’s Democratic Republic has various for-
matted maps for use in geological information
system. The information for weather status
obtained from Lao People’s Democratic Republic
is shown in Table 18. Lao People’s Democratic
Republic has 30 manned weather stations and
reporting time of each monitoring station is
every 24 hours.

For each disaster event, 30 administrations pub-
lished disaster report. There are five disaster cate-
gories such as heavy rain, drought, fire, land-
slide, storm, tsunami in the disaster report. For
ease of electronic processing such as spread-
sheet or word file, text file is converted to
spreadsheet format. A brief overview of the
weather condition is also included as a situation
overview. The database is already in digital for-
mat. The station nomenclature with barometric
correction in Lao People’s Democratic Republic
is shown in Table 20.
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Table 16. 1:50,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 17. 1:25,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map
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Table 18. 1:5,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Lao People’s Democratic 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Type of Format

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 19. The information for weather status obtained from Lao Lao People’s Democratic Republic

If yes, write: If yes, write:

Number Locations/Altitude Type of format

37 Table 20
- -

Recording time

24-hr - Analog, Digital
24-hr - Analog, Digital
24-hr - Analog, Digital
24-hr - Analog, Digital

Items

Weather Stations

- manned
- unmanned

Monitoring Stations

- Precipitation Record
- Max, Wind Speed Record
- Wind Direction Record
- Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

∨
∨

Table 20. The station nomenclature with barometric correction in Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Started 

Year

Stopped 

Year

Location/Altitude

Latitude Longitude Altitude

21°12’ 100°09’ 810

- - -

20°10’ 101°29’ 440

20°25’ 104°14’ 913

- - -

19°45’ 102°10’ 304

18°12’ 101°12’ 220

19°07’ 101°33’ 370

- - -

- - -

20°19’ 100°09’ 371

18°59’ 102°56’ 460

18°16’ 102°56’ 172

Station names

Muang Sing

Viengphoukha

Muang Houn

Viengxay

Muang Kham

Huay Khot

Paklay

Namtan

Borten

Kenthao

Tonpheng

Xaysomboun

Napheng

Index

WMO ICAO

- -

- -

- -

48927 VLVX

- -

- -

48934 -

48937 -

- -

- -

- -

48933 VLXB

48943 -
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Table 20. The station nomenclature with barometric correction in Lao People’s Democratic Republic 
(Continued)

Started 

Year

Stopped 

Year

Location/Altitude

Latitude Longitude Altitude

18°55’ 102°27’ 298

19°24’ 102°29’ 360

- - -

18°17’ 102°38’ 185

18°11’ 104°51’ 540

- - -

17°40’ 105°06’ 570

16°40’ 105°00’ 185

16°42’ 105°16’ 158

16°43’ 106°12’ 170

15°28’ 106°10’ 540

15°36’ 105°48’ 156
- - -

15°14’ 106°20’ 1,200

15°10’ 106°24’ 1,120

14°39’ 105°47’ 90

14°07’ 105°50’ 76

15°10’ 106°35’ 890

15°27’ 106°22’ 816

- - -

18°32’ 102°57’ 254

18°39’ 102°06’ 243

19°26’ 102°26’ 1,317

19°34’ 103°05’ 1,114

Station names

Vangvieng

Kasy

Veunkham

Thangon

Khamketh

Napok

Nakay

Seno

Donghen

Sepon

Laongam

Khongsedon
Samuay

Paksong

Changsavang

Soukhouma

Muang Khong

Itou (Lak35)

Thateng

Nongbok

Longxan

Muang Phuang

Phoukhoun

Phoukhout

Index

WMO ICAO

48939 -

- -

- -

48944 -

- -

- -

- -

48948 VLSO

- -

48949 -

- -

- -
- -

48956 VLPG

- -

- -

48958 VLMG

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

Table 21. 1:50,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Thailand 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map
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7.4 Thailand

The 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:5,000 Topographic Map
information obtained from Thailand is shown in
Table 21-23. Thailand has various formatted maps
for use in geological information system. The

information for weather status obtained from
Thailand is shown in Table 24. Thailand have 70
manned weather stations and reporting time of
monitoring stations is from 3 hours to 24 hours.

For every disaster event, 64 administrations have

Table 22. 1:25,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Thailand 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Tiff

Tiff

Tiff

Tiff

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 23. 1:5,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Thailand 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Dxf

Dxf

Dxf

Dxf

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 24. The information for weather status obtained from Thailand

If yes, write: If yes, write:

Number Locations/Altitude Type of format

76 Table 20
- -

Recording time

24-hr - Analog, Digital
24-hr - Analog, Digital
24-hr - Analog, Digital
1-hr - Analog, Digital

Items

Weather Stations

- manned
- unmanned

Monitoring Stations

- Precipitation Record
- Max, Wind Speed Record
- Wind Direction Record
- Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

∨
∨



published disaster report for 48 years. There are
five disaster categories including heavy rain,
drought, fire, landslide, storm, tsunami in the
disaster report. For ease of electronic process-
ing such as spreadsheet or word file, text file is
converted to spreadsheet format. The starting
date and time of precipitation had been record-
ed in the disaster report since 1960. A brief
overview of the weather condition is also includ-
ed as a situation overview. The database is
already in digital format.

7.5 Philippines

The 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:5,000 Topographic Map
information obtained from Philippines is shown
in Table 25-27. The Philippines has various for-
matted map for geological information system.
The information is obtained from the National

Mapping and Resource Information Authority,
Department of Environment and Natural Re-
sources, Philippines. The information for weath-
er status obtained from Philippines is shown in
Table 28. Philippines have 54 manned weather
stations and 7 automatic weather stations and
reports time of monitoring stations is from 1
hour to 24 hours. These weather information are
obtained from Philippines Atmospheric, Geo-
physical and Astronomical Services Adminis-
tration (PAGASA), Dept. of Science and Techno-
logy (DOST).
For every disaster event, the Office of the Civil
Defense (OCD), Department of National Defense
(DENR), Philippines prepares and documents all
the events. It is posted and archived in the NDCC
website (http://ndcc.gov.ph). Detail reports from
2005 onwards are available while the Annual
Summary are archived starting 1972 to present.
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Table 25. 1:50,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Philippines 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Shp/Jpg/TIFF

Shp/Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 26. 1:25,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Philippines 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map



The complete information can also be accessed
at CalamiDat in future  as at present it is still
under construction. A brief overview of the
weather condition is also included as a situation
overview. The database is already in digital for-
mat. The station nomenclature with barometric
correction in the Philippines is shown in Table
27.

During the Expert Mission, the strategies and
work plan of the WGDPP as well as the advan-
tages and expected benefits of the TCDIS were
introduced to the officials in charge of disaster
management in the respective recipient mem-
bers. Cooperation programs to enhance the

TCDIS and expend activities of the WGDPP were
also discussed. The present status of the TCDIS
and the methods for data input and modification
to the TCDIS data of each respective country
were presented. 

Through analysis for the status of database
development and the needs of the respective
disaster management system, effective methods
for information sharing, technology transfer,
and supporting plan were identified. The work
plan of the next-generation WEB-GIS based
TCDIS was also present by the expert team and
the necessary input data such as GIS informa-
tion and damages information from tropical-
cyclone-related disaster were collected. 

All recipient members expressed appreciation of
the initiative and leadership of National
Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) of the

8. ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE EXPERT 
MISSION IN 2008
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Table 27. 1:5,000 Topographic Map information obtained from Philippines 

Archive Types

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Selected Area

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Whole Phil. Soc.

Selected Area

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of Format

Shp/Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Jpg/TIFF

Shp

Shp

Shp

Shp

Items 

Urban-Area

Rural-Area

Digital Elevation Data

Land-use

National Boundary

Admin Boundary

Main Highway

Street Map

Table 28. The informations for weather status obtained from Philippines

If yes, write: If yes, write:

Number Locations/Altitude Type of format

1800 Table 29
7 -

Recording time

1, 3, 6, 24-hr - Analog, Digital
1, 3, 6, 24-hr - Analog, Digital
1, 3, 6, 24-hr - Analog, Digital
1, 3, 6, 24-hr - Analog, Digital

Items

Weather Stations

- manned
- unmanned

Monitoring Stations

- Precipitation Record
- Max, Wind Speed Record
- Wind Direction Record
- Relative Humidity

Check

YES NO

∨
∨



Republic of Korea in the TCDIS Project and the
Expert Mission and looked forward to more
active engagement with NEMA. It was also sug-
gested that disaster management experts in
each recipient member should be encouraged to
familiarize with the policy and strategies of dis-
aster prevention and preparedness from NEMA
and foster closer working relationships with
NEMA. The major accomplishment of the Expert
Mission are enhanced disaster risk management
capabilities of the recipient members and streng-
thened collaboration in the disaster prevention
community in the TC region. 
The mission also identified the need to organize
regular meetings and briefings to public officials
responsible for disaster prevention and pre-
paredness in the respective member countries,
as well as implement public out-reach projects
on Early Warning System (EWS) and the Disaster
Information System (DIS). The objectives of the
Expert Mission are considered fully accom-
plished. 

Based on the findings of the expert mission, all
parties concerned agreed to cooperate with the
following targets: (i) completion of the TCDIS
prototype based on WEB-GIS by September
2008, (ii) attendance on workshop for DPP, metro-
logy, hydrology of the Typhoon committee dur-
ing 22-26 September, 2008, Beijing in China, (iii)
leading of session for DPP of the Typhoon com-
mittee and discussion on building the TCDIS
based on WEB-GIS, (iv) completion of the TDCIS
based on WEB-GIS by November, v) attendance
on 41th Session of the Typhoon Committee from
12 to 17 of November at Chiangmi, Thailand,
and (v) leading the session for DPP of the
Typhoon Committee and presentation of the
TCDIS based on WEB-GIS. The Republic of Korea,
a leader of the WGDPP would organize regular
meetings and briefings to public officials res-
ponsible for disaster prevention and prepared-
ness in TC members, as well as implement pub-
lic out-reach projects on Early Warning System
(EWS) and the Disaster Information System
(DIS).  

9. FUTURE WORKS
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Table 29. The station nomenclature with barometric correction  

Correction Location

Latitude Longitude
Remarks

Elevation (m)
Station Index

Station Ground Runway ins’t Graviry Altitude Altimeter

Itbayat 98132 124 123 -0.02 -2.00 +14.1 +14.8 20°48’05.06 N 121°51’05.10 E Old Survey
Calayan 98133 13 12 -0.30 -2.00 +01.5 +01.6 19°16’00.04 N 121°28’16.23 E Old Survey
Basco 98134 167 166 92.416 S.Table +11.4 20°25’14.87 N 121°57’54.76 E GPS. WWWstn
Sinait 98222 58.129 57.374 +0.60 -2.20 +06.6 +06.8 17°53’10.72 N 120°27’49.82 E Google
Laoag 98223 5.000 4.469 5.485 -0.02 -2.10 +00.6 +01.3 18°10’58.55 N 120°32’03.82 E GPS. WWWstn

Aparri 98232 3 2 -0.04 -2.10 +00.3 +00.4 18°21’36.36 N 121°38’08.59 E GPS. WWWstn
Tuguegarao 98233 62 61 21.711 -0.20 -2.20 +07.1 +03.0 17°36’51.54 N 121°43’30.39 E GPS
Baguio Radar 98321 2256 2254 -2.20 S.Table +243.3 16°21’21.88 N 120°33’33.12 E Google
Jba 98324 5.538 4.773 4.488 -0.30 -2.20 +00.6 +00.9 15°19’34.26 N 119°58’04.30 E GPS
Dagupun 98325 2 1 -0.30 -2.20 +00.2 +00.2 16°05’12.75 N 120°21’08.10 E GPS. WWWstn

DMIA(Clark) 98327 151.564 155.8 141.229 -2.20 S.Table +07.4 15°11’07.77 N 120°32’56.05 E Google
Buguio Synop 98328 1510.08 1509.34 1285.62 +0.70 -2.20 S.Table +145.5 16°24’14.76 N 120°36’05.21 E GPS. WWWstn
BSU Agromet 16°27’01.25 N 120°35’36.74 E Google
Munoz Agro 98329 76 75 +0.30 -2.20 +08.7 +09.1 15°44’08.11 N 120°56’12.46 E Google
Cabanatuan 98330 32 31 -2.20 +03.6 +03.8 15°28’17.29 N 120°57’06.89 E GPS. WWWstn

ISU Echague 98332 84 82 -2.20 +09.6 +10.1 16°42’18.00 N 121°39’59.99 E GPS
NVSIT 16°28’53.40 N 121°08’34.80 E GPS
Baler info 98333 15°45’36.08 N 121°33’50.45 E GPS
Baler Radar 98334 173 172 +0.53 -2.20 S.Table 15°44’57.72 N 121°37’55.37 E GPS
Casiguran 98336 4 3 -0.35 -2.20 +00.5 +00.4 16°15’55.54 N 122°07’43.73 E GPS. WWWstn

Port Area Mla 98426 15 6 -0.60 -2.30 +01.7 +01.9 14°35’13.10 N 120°58’43.44 E Google
SBLA(Cubi) 98426 19.087 18.272 17.390 ±0.60 -2.30 +02.2 +02.7 14°47’30.43 N 120°16’15.24 E Google
Tayabas 98427 158 157 -0.10 -2.30 S.Table +19.8 14°01’06.36 N 121°35’47.64 E GPS
Sangley PL 98428 3 2 2 -0.20 -2.30 +00.3 +00.4 14°29’29.93 N 120°53’54.90 E Google
NALN 98429 21 5 -0.30 -2.30 +02.4 +02.5 14°30’25.75 N 121°00’15.90 E GPS. WWWstn

Dna Luisita 15°26’08.76 N 120°38’46.32 E GPS
TCA Camiling 15°38’13.79 N 120°24’57.47 E Google
AWS alanan 98904 17°04’00.00 N 122°26’00.00 E GPS
AWS omalig 98901 14°42’00.00 N 122°26’00.00 E GPS
BOSS Garden 98430 43 42 +0.00 -2.30 +04.9 +04.9 14°38’41.35 N 121°02’40.45 E GPS. WWWstn

Calapan 98431 41 39 +0.30 -2.40 +04.7 +04.9 13°24’35.19 N 121°11’22.80 E GPS. WWWstn
Tagaytay 98424 592 590 -2.30 S.Table 14°05’33.10 N 120°54’26.66 E GPS
Ambulong 98432 11 10 +0.40 -2.30 +01.2 +01.3 14°05’02.99 N 121°03’47.07 E GPS
Tanay 98433 651.11 650.36 +0.20 -2.40 S.Table 14°34’53.22 N 121°22’09.30 E GPS
Infanta 98434 7 5 +0.32 -2.30 +00.8 +00.8 14°45’00.00 N 121°39’00.00 E GPS
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Table 29. The station nomenclature with barometric correction (Continued)

Correction Location

Latitude Longitude
Remarks

Elevation (m)
Station Index

Station Ground Runway ins’t Graviry Altitude Altimeter

Alabat 98435 5 4 ±0.00 -2.30 +00.6 +00.6 14°06’56.02 N 122°01’20.59 E GPS
UP Los Banos 14°10’20.36 N 121°13’48.74 E GPS
Daet 98440 3.770 3.120 3.497 +0.10 -2.40 +00.4 +00.8 14°07’43.50 N 122°58’57.22 E GPS. WWWstn
CSSAC Pili 98442 35 34 43 -2.40 +04.0 +05.5 13°34’48.80 N 123°15’43.62 E GPS
Legaspi 98444 15.487 14.747 18.260 -0.15 -2.40 +01.8 +02.6 13°09’02.85 N 123°43’42.26 E Google. WWWstn

BUCAF 13°11’35.00 N 123°35’43.00 E GPS
BRFFWC 13°37’18.00 N 123°09’46.00 E GPS, Camaligan
Virac Synop 98446 31.574 30.689 41.474 -0.40 -2.40 +03.6 +05.3 13°34’35.00 N 124°12’34.00 E Google
Virac Radar 98447 233 228 +0.10 -2.40 S.Table 13°39’16.73 N 124°20’27.92 E GPS, Bato
Coron(new) 98526 59.938 59.188 -0.70 -2.47 +06.8 12°00’13.20 N 120°11’59.40 E GPS. WWWstn

San Jose 98531 3.314 2.534 3.037 +0.80 -2.40 +00.4 +00.7 12°21’39.07 N 121°02’51.68 E GPS. WWWstn
Romblon 98536 47 46 +0.20 -2.40 +05.4 +05.6 12°35’26.39 N 122°16’31.29 E GPS. WWWstn
Roxas 98538 2.495 1.750 2.351 -0.20 -2.40 +00.3 +00.6 11°35’26.56 N 122°45’39.14 E GPS
Masbate 98543 8.831 7.981 14.174 -0.20 -2.40 +01.0 +02.1 12°22’14.88 N 123°37’48.70 E GPS. WWWstn
Catarman 98546 5.710 4.840 4.806 +0.20 -2.40 +00.6 +00.9 12°30’19.86 N 124°37’42.60 E GPS

UEP Catarman 12°30’34.50 N 124°44’01.74 E GPS
AWS Gamay 98905 12°22’56.22 N 125°17’58.63 E GPS
Catbalogan 98548 5 3 -0.70 -2.40 +00.6 +00.6 11°46’30.12 N 124°53’03.30 E GPS
Tacloban 98550 2.711 1.951 2.798 -0.70 -2.40 +00.3 +00.7 11°13’32.32 N 125°01’30.01 E GPS. WWWstn
Borongan 98553 3.058 2.308 -2.40 +00.3 11°39’39.27 N 125°26’37.10 E GPS

Guiuan 98558 60 56 -0.60 -2.40 +06.8 +07.2 11°02’43.50 N 125°45’20.58 E GPS
LSU Baybay 98647 7 6 -2.40 +00.8 +00.8 10°44’46.54 N 124°47’27.95 E GPS
Pag-asa lsland 98602 3 2 -0.70 -2.50 +00.3 +00.4 11°03’09.60 N 114°17’01.65 E Google
Pio. Prinaesa 98618 16.760 16.000 21.579 -1.30 -2.50 +01.9 +03.2 09°44’25.19 N 118°45’31.01 E Google. WWWstn
Ciyo 98630 4 3 +0.40 -2.40 +00.4 +00.5 10°51’09.03 N 121°00’28.24 E GPS. WWWstn

Aborlan 09°26’37.48 N 118°33’36.92 E Google
Iloili 98637 5.882 5.092 5.451 +0.20 -2.40 +00.7 +01.0 10°42’47.40 N 122°33’15.16 E GPS. WWWstn
La Granja 98639 96 95 -2.40 +10.9 +11.5 10°22’36.50 N 122°58’16.23 E GPS
Dumaguete 98642 7048 6.288 11.668 -0.30 -2.50 +00.8 +01.8 09°20’00.00 N 123°18’00.00 E GPS
Tagbilaran 98644 7.565 6.825 10.4 -0.50 -2.50 +00.9 +01.6 09°40’01.82 N 123°51’21.95 E GPS

Dumangas 10°51’31.20 N 122°43’24.00 E GPS
Cebu Complex 98646 25.703 24.953 11.762 -0.50 -2.40 +02.9 +02.0 10°19’20.80 N 123°58’48.74 E GPS. WWWstn
Cebu AMSO 11.762 +02.0 10°18’51.74 N 123°58’40.56 E Google. Mactan
Maasin 98648 72 71 -0.50 -2.40 +08.2 +08.6 10°08’20.43 N 124°51’37.44 E GPS
AWS Camotes 98907 10°38’00.65 N 124°22’47.00 E GPS
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Table 29. The station nomenclature with barometric correction (Continued)

Correction Location

Latitude Longitude
Remarks

Elevation (m)
Station Index

Station Ground Runway ins’t Graviry Altitude Altimeter

AWS Siargao 98902 09°51’27.92 N 126°01’11.64 E GPS
Surigao 98653 39 38 7.472 -0.30 -2.50 +04.4 +01.3 09°46’57.78 N 125°29’21.90 E GPS. WWWstn
Dipolog 98741 3.7921 3.0821 4.020 -0.30 -2.50 +00.4 +00.8 08°36’12.09 N 123°20’43.53 E GPS. WWWstn
Cotabato 98746 50.137 49.337 53.882 ±0.00 -2.50 +05.7 +06.8 07°09’44.85 N 124°12’53.89 E Google
Lumbia(CDO) 98747 182.00 181.170 182.140 -0.15 -2.50 S.Table +22.0 08°24’32.70 N 124°36’43.57 E GPS. WWWstn

CDO Complex 98748 6 5 -0.50 -2.50 +00.7 +00.7 08°29’02.03 N 124°38’51.25 E Google
Malaybalay 98751 627 626 +0.20 -2.50 S.Table +73.1 08°09’04.80 N 125°08’02.04 E GPS
Butuan 98752 17.600 16.818 17.328 -0.15 -2.50 +02.0 +02.2 08°56’49.34 N 125°28’56.17 E Google
Davao 98753 17.290 16.530 27.422 -0.40 -2.50 +02.0 +03.9 07°07’40.41 N 125°39’17.43 E Google. WWWstn
Hinatuan 98755 3 2 +0.30 -2.50 +00.3 +00.4 08°21’54.68 N 126°20’09.41 E GPS. WWWstn

AWS Mati 98906 06°57’15.36 N 126°12’32.47 E GPS
Zamboanga 98836 6.857 6.097 9.488 +0.70 -2.50 +00.8 +01.5 06°55’10.78 N 122°03’47.78 E Google. WWWstn
General Santos 98851 132.199 131.449 141.449 -0.30 -2.60 S.Table +17.5 06°03’25.85 N 125°06’11.19 E Google
Kabacan 07°07’05.58 N 124°49’51.90 E GPS. Agromct
AWS Balabac 98903 07°59’00.00 N 117°03’00.00 E GPS

USEP(New) 07°25’06.00 N 125°44’48.12 E GPS
SBMA Radar 565 520 14°49’19.44 N 120°21’49.68 E GPS(Sta. Rita Hill)
Tagaytay Radar 14°08’31.62 N 121°01’20.04 E GPS(People’s Park)



Disaster Management System in Thailand, http://www.disaster.go.th
National Disaster Coordinating Council, http://ndcc.gov.ph
Permanent Committee on GIS Infrastructure for Asia & the Pacific, http://www.pcgiap.org
Typhoon Committee Disaster Information System, http://www.tcdis.org
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March 1964

The Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE - renamed as ESCAP) at its 20th session
recommended TC secretariat, in cooperation with WMO, to study practical means of initiating a joint
program of investigations of Typhoons in the ECAFE region.

December 1965 

A meeting of experts on Typhoon was organized by ECAFE and WMO with financial assistance from
UNDP Manila. This was attended by experts from China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Lao People’s
Democratic Republic; Philippines; Republic of Korea; Viet Nam; Thailand and USA. The group recom-
mended that a preparatory mission on Typhoons be organized to visit the countries in the ECAFE
region and neighboring countries, which are affected by Typhoons in order to formulate an action pro-
gram, which would mitigate Typhoon damage.

December 1966

The ECAFE/WMO preparatory mission on Typhoons was organized during this period with financial
assistance from UNDP. The mission visited Cambodia; China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Lao People’s
Democratic Republic; Philippines; Republic of Korea; Viet Nam; Thailand and USA. Recommendations
of the mission were following as: (i) improvement of existing meteorological observing networks,
telecommunication facilities, Typhoon forecasts and arrangements for warning; (ii) improvement of
the existing or establishment of pilot flood forecasting and warning system on a key river basin in each
countries; (iii) establishment of a regional Typhoon centre.

October 1967

The second meeting of experts on Typhoons was held at Bangkok and was attended by representa-
tives from China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Lao People’s Democratic Republic; Philippines; Republic of
Korea; Thailand; USA and USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republic). The meeting examined the report
of the preparatory mission and reiterated the need for early action to mitigate Typhoon damage as a
means of speeding economic development in the region. It further reaffirmed that national as well as
joint efforts were necessary to combat effectively the detrimental effect of Typhoons, therefore, region-
al co-operation was of paramount importance in solving common problems associated with Typhoons.
It agreed that there was a need for comprehensive measures, data collection, analysis, forecasts, and
dissemination of warnings in an integrated approach to deal effectively with the Typhoon problem.

To facilitate the expeditious implementation of the program, it was considered necessary to establish a
regional inter-governmental body to promote and coordinate activities relating to Typhoon damage
control. Accordingly it recommended that (i) a Typhoon Committee with a regional typhoon centre as
its executive arm be established under the auspices of ECAFE in cooperation with WMO; (ii) the ECAFE
and WMO secretariats draft jointly the statute and rules of procedure of the proposed Typhoon
Committee and convene an ad hoc meeting of government representatives to consider and finalize
these drafts.

March 1968

The ad hoc meeting on the statute of the Typhoon Committee was held in Bangkok and attended by
government representatives from Hong Kong, China; Philippines and Viet Nam. Representatives from
USA and USSR also attended as observers. The meeting also recommended that: (i) ECAFE and WMO
had finalized and adopted be submitted to the 24th commission session of ECAFE and the appropriate
body of WMO for their consideration; (ii) ECAFE and WMO provide as soon as possible a small staff to
undertake the preparatory work required for the implementation of the program recommended by the
mission.
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April 1968

The United Nations ECAFE at its 24th session in Canberra endorsed the establishment of the TC in
accordance with the statute as adopted by the ad hoc meeting. In a parallel action, the WMO executive
committee at its 20th session held in Geneva in 1968 also endorsed the establishment of the Typhoon
Committee. 

June 1968

After China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Lao People’s Democratic Republic; Philippines; Republic of
Korea; Thailand had signified their intention to join the Typhoon Committee, the executive secretary of
ECAFE and the secretary general of WMO considered it appropriate to establish an ECAFE and WMO
joint unit on Typhoons, located at the ECAFE secretariat, to assist and coordinate activities of the
Typhoon Committee. 

December 1968

The inaugural session of the Typhoon Committee was held in Bangkok, in December 1968, almost
three years after its conception. In this session the administrative heads of the sponsoring UN agen-
cies, ECAFE and WMO addressed the opening ceremony.

November 1970

On November 20, Mr. Roman L. Kintanar presented to the committee a resolution the UN to mobilize
science and technology to work out means of mitigating Typhoon damage. The committee endorsed
the resolution which went to the general assembly and eventually resulted in the establishment of the
WMO Tropical Cyclone Program.

November 1971

In 1971, upon invitation of the Philippines the ECAFE and WMO joint unit was reallocated in Manila
and given a new name as Typhoon Committee Secretariat.

November 1972

Cambodia (at that time designated as Khmer Republic) joined the Typhoon Committee in 1972.

November 1977

Malaysia joined the Typhoon Committee as its ninth member in 1977.

November 1979

Viet Nam joined the Typhoon Committee as its tenth member in 1979.

February 1992

First Typhoon Committee and Panel on Tropical Cyclones joint session was held at Pattaya, Thailand,
in February 1992.

November 1993

Macao, China and the People’s Democratic Republic of Korea joined the TC in 1993.



February 1997

Second Typhoon Committee and Panel on Tropical Cyclones joint session was held at Phuket,
Thailand, in February 1997. Singapore formalized its entry to the Typhoon Committee at this session.

November 1998

At the 31st session of the Typhoon Committee, United States of America joined on the TC.

November 2004

The TC decision of hosting the secretariat for four years with a possible extension of equal period up to
a maximum of eight years, in one of the Members, was adopted at the 37th session of the TC held in
Shanghai in November 2004.

November 2005

At the 38th session of TC on Hanoi, Viet Nam, the TC decided to transfer the Typhoon Committee
Secretariat to Macao, China for a minimum of 4 years with possibility of extension of another four years.

December 2006

The “Host country agreement between the government of China and the Typhoon Committee regard-
ing the Typhoon Committee Secretariat” was signed on the 7th  session of TC on December 2006, in
Manila, by Excellency Ambassador of China to the Philippines, Mr. Li Jinjun, and by the Chairman of
the Typhoon Committee Mr Prisco D. Nilo, Officer-in-Charge of the Philippines Atmospheric,
Geophysical and Astronomical Administration. 

February 2007

Signing of the “Agreement between the government of the Macao, China special administrative region
of China and the Typhoon Committee regarding administrative, financial and related arrangements for
the Typhoon Committee Secretariat” and inauguration of the premises of Typhoon Committee
Secretariat in Macao China.

September 2007

The integrated workshop on social-economic Impacts of extreme Typhoon related events was held at
the United Nations Conference Centre, Bangkok, Thailand from 10 to 14 September 2007. The primary
objectives of the workshop were to exchange information on priorities and key areas related to assess-
ment and mitigation of social economic impacts of extreme Typhoon related disasters as part of the
implementation of the strategic plan of the Typhoon Committee.

November 2007

The 40th session of the Typhoon Committee was held at the World Trade Center, Macao, China from
21 to 26 November 2007. The session was attended by 82 participants from 13 out of 14 Members of
the Typhoon Committee. The session reviewed committee's activities, Typhoon season and annual
publications during 2007, program for 2008 and beyond.
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APPENDIX II：List of Participants on Typhoon Committee WGDPP Meeting

1st Meeting, 2006

-

Siquan Yang

-

Mingchung Wong

Eiji Aoki

BouaNgeun Oudomchith

Lei Sai Cheong 
Vong Hon Iun 

Badrul Shah 

Noel L. Lansang 

Sam Kew Roh 
Dugkeun Park 
Jitae Kim 
Il Pyo Hong 
Do-Shick Shin 
Eun-Jin Choi 

-

Somsak Suwansujarit 
Luckana Manimmanakorn 

Genevieve Miller 

-

-

Le Huu Ti 

Yuichi Ono 

Makoto Ikeda 

Nanette Lomarda 

3rd Meeting, 2008

-

-

-

Mingchung Wong

Shingo Kochi

Bouangeum Oudomchith

Sai Cheong Lei 
Sio On Chan

Rodzi MD Saad
Kongchiew Low

Noel L. Lansang 

Waon Ho Yi
Sam-Kew Roh 
Jae Hyun Shim
Dugkeun Park 
Jitae Kim
Tae Sung Cheong
Il Pyo Hong
En Jung Cha

-

Luckana Manimmanakorn

Genevieve C. Miller

Viet Tien Ngyuen

Olavo Rasquinho
Denise Lau

Le-Huu Ti

Yuichi Ono

Hajime Nakano

-

Country

CAMBODIA

CHINA

DPR KOREA

HONG KONG, CHINA

JAPAN

LAO PDR

MACAO, CHINA

MALAYSIA

PHILIPPINES

REP. OF KOREA

SINGAPORE

THAILAND

USA

VIET NAM

TC SECRETARIAT

ESCAP

ISDR

ADRC

WMO

2nd Meeting, 2007

-

Youmin Wang

-

-

Takeo Murakami
Katsuhito Miyake

BouaNgeun Oudomchith

Lei Sei Cheong
Sio On Chan

-

Noel L. Lansang 

Waon Ho Yi
Sam Kew Roh 
Jae Hyun Shim
Dugkeun Park 
Jitae Kim
Il Pyo Hong 
Do-Shick Shin
Eun-Jin Choi

-

Luckana Manimmanakorn

Charles Philip Guard

-

-

Yuichi Ono

Hajime Nakano

-
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APPENDIX III：Presentation Materials of Expert from Viet Nam

1. Early Warning System in Viet Nam
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2. Flood, Storm Management System in Viet Nam
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3. Summary Report on the Typhoon No. 6 Xangsane
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APPENDIX IV：Presentation Materials of Expert from Lao People’s Democratic Republic
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APPENDIX V：Presentation Materials of Expert from Thailand

1. Disaster Information of Thailand
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APPENDIX VI：Presentation Materials of Expert from Philippines

1. Philippine TC Disaster Warning System and Statistical of Typhoons 
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2. Launching of Marikina City Disaster Management Handbook 
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APPENDIX VII：Presentation Materials of Expert from Republic of Korea

1. Web-based GIS Typhoon Damage Estimation system
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APPENDIX VIII：Presentation Materials of Expert from Japan

1. ADRC's Activities and GLIDE for Typhoon Committee and TCDIS 
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